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By Luigi DiMeglio
Managing Editor
The Fairfield registrar has reported an excellent course
sign-up period for students, though a long history of struggle has left some lingering fixes to be desired.
Robert C. Russo 72 posted on the technology services
Tumblr account on Nov. 22: "The smoothest on-line registration ever!!!! Thanks for all of your attention in giving the
system a major 'tune up?'
In recent years, the online platform for course registration has been known to fail - leaving students unable to get
into any classes at all until the problem was fixed by technology services. This year, Fairfield purchased new servers and
dedicated one solely to registration to make room for the
abrupt surge of web traffic that occurs.
Still, other aspects of registration receive negative reviews.

"Its inconvenient for a lot of students. The reason I
think is because [registration] times conflict with classes,"
said Conor Long T6.
He "got lucky" because he declared a major in film and
got to preregister for media-related courses and one of his
German courses rolled over from this semester. However,
he missed registration for his Residential College course
because the registration period for students in the Service
for Justice Residential College conflicted with film pre-registration.
"I think it's pretty stupid," said Rob Marsalona '16. "I'm
with the disability and support office [so I register early],
but I had the same issue [as Long]."
Marsalona points to registration times conflicting with
each other and class time as the biggest system faults.
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READ REGISTRATION ON PAGE 4

DPS updates
campus safety
procedure
By Robert Joyce
Crime Beat Reporter
Columbine High School. Virginia Tech. Sandy
Hook Elementary School.
All of these schools have one thing in common:
tragic shootings.
Even as these terrible and horrifying incidents occur closer and closer to home, the Fairfield community
operates under the guise that an incident of such nature
could never happen here.
Associate Director of Public Safety Frank Ficko
spoke to Fairfield faculty and Residence Life staff about
basic emergency procedure at Fairfield during crisis
situations and critical incidents. He explained how to
recognize a critical incident, how to act and how Fairfield is not immune.
"There is no magic bubble around our campus,"
said Ficko.
He continued: "A critical incident, by the book
definition, is an extraordinary event which jeopardizes
lives and property, is unpredicted, overwhelming and
requires the additional resources for a successful resolution."
Ficko recalled previous crisis/emergency situations
on campus.
On Feb. 12, 2002, there was a hostage crisis in
Canisius Hall where a former student with an alleged
explosive device took 26 people hostage.
"What made that such a big deal was that it was the
first major event in the country post 9/11. So, all eyes of
the country, for that matter, were on Fairfield for those
few hours," said Ficko.
Weeks before that, there was an incident where a
student believed they had been exposed to anthrax from
mail in their Barone Campus Center mailbox, according
to Ficko.
Just last year, Fairfield was hit hard by Hurricane
Sandy and Winter Storm Nemo.
The Department of Public Safety has released a new
Faculty/Staff Emergency Guide for critical incidents of
many different natures. Hostage situations, fires/explosions, hazardous material releases/gas leaks, bomb
threats, violent intruders and weather emergencies
READ SAFETY ON PAGE 4

Fairfield adjunct professor for counseling education Bob Schmidt and his wife Josie highlighted the power of music in healing
processes. The workshop was conceived after the Sandy Hook shooting last year.
Loan Le/The Mirror

Catharsis through creativity
By Loan Le
Editor-in-Chief
After 26 people died in a senseless shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School on Dec.
14, community members started placing teddy bears, flowers and small gifts near the site
to honor the victims. Bob and Josie Schmidt,
town residents for 31 years, recalled visiting the
makeshift memorial on a rainy, cold day.
"Everywhere we went in town, we were
reminded of what happened; it was beautiful and touching, but it still reminded us of
the pain and the loss," said Bob Schmidt, an
adjunct professor teaching Fairfield graduate
classes for counseling education.
Deeply affected by the sorrows that
couldn't seem to go away, he and his wife, Josie,
a retired teacher who once substituted at Sandy
Hook, composed a song to express their grief.
Yesterday, they performed "Rain, Rain, Rain"
during a workshop at the Fairfield University
Bookstore and discussed how creative outlets
like literature and songs can heal people after
devastations.
The Schmidts led the first storytelling
workshop last year. Today, Newtown continues
to heal. "We are starting to see the town as the
beautiful place we love," Bob Schmidt said.

As a member of the Sandy Hook Crisis
Response Team, he volunteered at a crisis center and said that seeing people come together
"helped me get my balance again."
According to Dr. Bogusia Skudrzyk, who
also spoke on yesterday, the healing process after tragedies doesn't always have to be personal.
"We must allow ourselves to be around people
who care for us."

"We must allow ourselves to
be around people who care for
US.

rt

- Dr. Bogusia Skudrzyk

To start the healing process, the cause of
the pain and sorrow must be confronted. Some
people might believe that grief must be overcome immediately. "Ihere is so much pressure
around us that makes us pretend that nothing
[bad] happened," the associate professor of
counselor education said. But grieving has no
timetable.
Skudrzyk also disagrees with the myth
that showing sadness is a sign of weakness; she

encourages people to be open, like children
"who are strong enough to admit their feelings."
Josie Schmidt believes that acknowledging grief and its causes leads to "an appreciation
of the beauty of everyday life."
Catharsis can happen with words on paper, a brush against a blank canvas or notes
strummed on a guitar - creativity opens the
path to healing and people can choose whatever route they feel comfortable with.
Eventually, attendees were asked to draw
four trees, each representing a different season, and then break up into smaller groups to
discuss their drawings. The attendees - some
strangers, some classmates from Skudrzyk's
course on multicultural issues in counseling
and education - started exchanging stories
about parents, siblings and friends who have
passed away.
Jeff Burgdorfer, a Fairfield graduate student studying clinical mental health counseling, associated the seasons with the beginning
of a healing process.
He said autumn represents acceptance of
the "inevitability of death... which gets you into
READ CREATIVITY ON PAGE 4
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Students, faculty and staff gathered in the Barone Campus Center
throughout Tuesday to celebrate the holiday spirit after Thanksgiving Day
break.
Students participated in Holiday Mail, an event for participants to
stop and sign holiday cards for the U.S. Military.
Later in the evening, many students returned to the campus center's
lower level where FUSA transformed the room into Santas Workshop.
Students packed tables to join the holiday festivities, which included
building gingerbread houses, decorating Christmas stockings and taking
pictures with St. Nicholas himself. FUSA also provided snacks, beverages
and holiday music for those in attendance.
However, the night was not complete without Fairfield's yearly Christmas tree lighting outside the Egan Chapel.
President Teffery P. Von Arx joined students in celebrating the start of
the Christmas season at the tree lighting, and choir members sung outside
the Oak Room.

Photos by Tebben Gill Lopez/The Mirror
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Conflicting ideals shine light on Debate Society
By Patrick Kiernan
Contributing Writer
Although the modern work environment may discourage controversial topics of conversation, two
Fairfield faculty members made it
clear Monday night that religion is
still up for debate.
Fairfield's Debate Society invited Rev. Paul J. Fitzgerald, S.J., and Dr.
Ronald Salafia to discuss reason and
faith in the 21st century, focusing on
the differing views of a Jesuit and an
atheist.
"I was very intrigued by the topic
and I thought it was a topic that didn't
have a definitive answer. Knowing
that we'd have some interesting points
from each side, we decided to go with
[Fitzgerald and Salafia]," said President of the Debate Society Matthew
Rotondaro '16.
Fitzgerald and Salafia discussed
the topics of rationality, love and empirical evidence of the divine in front
of about 40 faculty, staff and students
in the School of Nursing auditorium.
"I generally have come to a point
in my life to find faith as a real annoyance," said Salafia. "I have trouble
believing in a god who sits around for
14 million years and decides it's time
to create these humans."
For the past five years, Fitzgerald has served as the Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs and
Professor of Religious Studies. While
he has only been at Fairfield for about
a tenth of the time of Salafia, Fitzgerald is convinced there is a god based

in love.
"Religion is about knowing in a
deep way," said Fitzgerald. "Human
beings can self-reflect and swim in
confusion and suffering. We are all
offered the opportunity of choosing
love. Love is stronger than death. Beyond death we have no knowledge."
Eventually winding down in a
discourse over morality versus science, the Debate Society ultimately
declared the event a success.
"We're just trying to get people
interested in the debate team. We
want to try to line more with the academic side of school. As of right now,
it's just being viewed as a club. We
think it's a lot more," said Vladimir
Ivanov '14, a Debate Society member,
adding the Debate Society is "not just
strictly politics."
The Fairfield University Debate
Society plans on having many more
faculty debates like this one in the
near future to draw even more awareness toward the club. While there
were some students in attendance at
this debate, faculty and staff took up
most of the seats. There were roughly
35 people there in total.
"We thought that [reason and
faith] was a relevant topic," said Rotondaro. "In the future, we might
have a Politics professor and an English professor. They might debate a
topic within their realm of academic
expertise. We really want to choose
topics that are relevant depending on
the faculty."
Just 15 years ago, the Debate

Fr. Paul Fitzgerald, S.J., a professor of religious studies at Fairfield.

Luigi DiMeglio/The Mirror

Society was very successful and has
some trophies in Canisius Hall to
show for it. However, since then,
the club has decreased in popularity
and had just one member a couple of
years ago. Recently, there has been a
renewed interest in debate and there
are many active members now.
"In fact, we went to our first
intercollegiate debate in five years
at Fordham University a couple
of weeks ago," said Rotondaro.
Although we have recently gone
through a period of stagnation, our
current members, officers and advisors (Dr. Maggie Wills and Dr. Paul
Caster) have ensured for a very active
and successful future for the Fairfield
Debate Society."
Dr. Ronald Salafia, a professor of psychology at Fairfield for 48 years.
...

Students' input heard in
Provost/VP searches
By Enxhi Myslymi
Associate News Editor
The search for a new Provost and Senior Vice President
for Academic Affairs has beerji
narrowed down to four finalists
who have been meeting with students as a part of their interviewprocess.
"The students involved in
the process are usually student
leaders, upperclassmen, students
who have a little bit of knowledge
of Fairfield University," said Dr.
Thomas Pellegrino, vice president for student affairs.
Junior Resident Assistant
Sergena Laine, one of approximately 12 students who has met
with candidates, said, "Student
involvement in the process is a
good thing, [and] these candidates get a representation of the
various students who make the
university what it is."
Two of four informal receptions have taken place, and
involving students in the process
"brings a unique perspective
on a conversation with the candidates," Pellegrino explained.
"On the flip side, the candidates
will want to engage the students
where they're at... [because] this
is also a decision making process
for all the candidates."
The new Provost will be
succeeding current Senior Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Rev. Paul J. Fitzgerald, S.J., who
will be ending his term at the end
of this academic year..

Professor of Politics Dr.
Marcie Patton, said student participation is vital because "students have a stake in the academ!'; ic mission of the University."
According to Dr. Mark Reed
'96, senior vice president for administration and chief of staff,
"student input is taken seriously
... it won't necessarily outweigh
the input of others, but it is valued and often quiet insightful."
Pellegrino explained that
the search process involved using
a search firm, which generated a
pool of candidates who are interviewed by a search committee of
12 people consisting of faculty,
administrators and a student representative.
In terms of who decides
on the new Provost, Reed stated
that President Jeffrey P. von Arx,
S.J., "has the final say." The search
committee usually presents three
candidates to von Arx, along
with each candidates' strengths
and weaknesses, but "the president is ultimately responsible for
choosing the senior leaders of the
University and members of his
administrative team."
Regarding who will succeed Fitzgerald, Patton hopes
"for someone with a strong sense
of purpose but not bull-headed,"
someone "who will appreciate
what a terrific faculty we have at
Fairfield," and someone who will
insist on "a reallocation of university resources such that there
is greater suppbrt and'investment

in valuing what faculty do and in
maintaining faculty excellence."
Students felt positive that
their involvement in the search
process made it more effective.
"It's a great process and
there's been a large student presence forming from what I hear,"
said RA Sohail Sumra '15. "I really hope that this new VP is very
much involved and engaged with
students. Father Fitzgerald was
really well known on campus,
and I want someone to emulate
that."
Junior Christina Barry,
FUSA president for the class of
2015, said that student contribution in the search for the new VP
of Academic Affairs is important
because "that person has a.po-i.
sition that directly affects students."
However, student involvement in the process should not
be limited, Barry said.
While students in leadership roles that are part of the
search process are representatives of Fairfield, "this shouldn't
be something upon privilege, it
should be a right for all students
to know," she added.
"It's fantastic that students
are more involved ... and it
makes students feel like they
matter," said Artemisa Ngjela '15.
"But everybody that attends the
school needs to have their opinion included, otherwise it's not
equal."

Our full-tuition fellowships will enable
you to teach, impact the lives of
college students or make a difference
in your local and global communities.

MERRIMACK COLLEGE
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS:
• Our year-long fellowships cover
all tuition costs.
• Coursework begins early summer
20KandendsJune2015.
• Our fellowships are open to all
academic majors and backgrounds;
bachelor's degree required.
• Benefit from unparalleled hands-on
field experience.
• Earn your Master of Education
degree (M.Ed.I in one year.
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NORTH ANDOVER, MA
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Teacher Education Fellowship: Teach
PreK-12 in public and private schools.
Higher Education Fellowship: Become
an educational and administrative
leader in colleges and universities.
Community Engagement Fellowship:
Prepare for careers in the public
sector or in nonprofit organizations,
such as youth, family, social service
and volunteer organizations.

www.merrimack.edu/fellowships
fellowships@merrimack.edu

Compiled by Robert Joyce.
Information contributed by the
Department of Public Safety.
Wednesday, 11/20
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7:26 p.m. - The odor of marijuana led
DPS to discover a small amount of suspected marijuana and paraphernalia in Jogues
Hall. The student was cited by Fairfield
Police and referred to student conduct
Friday, 11/22
2.09 p.m. - Students in the Regis Parking
Lot were observed moving a University
couch out of Regis Hall and into a vehicle,
supposedly for a film project Upon investigation, DPS discovered alcohol in the vehide. All were referred to student conduct
Saturday, 11/23
1:39 a.m. - An unknown male wearing sweatpants and a ball cap, sporting a
mustache and blonde hair was reportedly
engaged in aggressive behavior towards residents in Gonzaga Hall. The man was gone
before DPS could arrive to the scene.
Sunday, 11/24
2:25 a.m. - Two roommates in Regis Hall
who engaged in a physical and verbal altercation were referred to student conduct and
ResLife.

Registration historically
problematic for undergrads
CONT. FROM PG. 1
He cited an instance where a professor criticized a student for registering on
their laptop in class, to which the student
reasoned: '"Either you let me do this for ten
minutes now or the next four months of my
life are going to be hell.'"
Timing conflicts with course sign-up is
not new, but the conditions today are a far call
from those of years past.
Russo's history with Fairfield registration dates back to the late 1960s when he was
an undergraduate student.
"In the real old days, it was in the gym
and it was first come, first serve - so, naturally, people would camp out," said Russo.
Then, tables would be arranged in the
Oak Room for students to fill out slips of paper called punch cards. Students would each
receive a lottery number to determine when
they could enter the room among others in
their grade. If a cJJ|ss had 25 seats, 25 punch
cards would be on a certain table.

"Students would try to sneak cards out
to give them to friends," Russo recalled. There
would be no guaranteed advising.
A machine would read the cards and a
computer would make a schedule from the
readings.
Fairfield upgraded to the Banner computer system - an earlier version of what is
used today - and students would register for
their major and minor courses first, still determined when by random lottery number.
They would then have to return to the Registrar a week later to enroll in any elective
or core classes. This was done with only five
computers in the office at the time.
"You could imagine how long that would
take for each person to do two appointments
-while missing class time," Russo said.
Even younger alumna, like Francesca
O'Brien '06 has, "fond recollections of chilly
nights (4 a.m.?) waiting for the custodian to
take pity and unlock the door so we could get
in line first."
"That makes me a little sad that they

changed that system!" she stated to The Mirror.
Changes have been made frequently
since then. PINs have only been a part of the
process for about seven years - they guarantee advising is done. The past three years
have seen the implementation of what Russo
calls "rolling out," which is when course spots
are reserved for set amounts of students per
grade. Th is was done because departments
complained that students within the major or
minor would miss out to people seeking core
fulfillments.
New this year: automated waitlist notifications via email. Russo says the registrar has
averaged 1,500 waitlist spaces filled between
recent semesters.
Freshman Liam Slattery found the process "easy."
He said: "I had three rollovers. In general, it's as fair as it can be. It sucks to be last
but someone has to be last."

Students: safety is
not a concern
-

CONT. FROM PG. 1
11:08 a.m. - DPS responding to a fire
alarm malfunction at a unit of Townhouses
12 block determined that residents had vandalized and forcibly gained access to their
townhouse basement. An extensive amount
of broken glass was discovered, and the residents were referred to the office of ResLife
for numerous health and safety violations,
and referred to student conduct for criminal
mischief.
Tuesday, 11/26
6:25 p.m. - Suspected drug paraphernalia,
specifically a "homemade bong," was discovered by the AC of Loyola Hall. The
resident was referred to student conduct

For complete list, make sure to
check out fairfi.eldmirror.com
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are all outlined in the guide with instructions on
how to act and respond during these types of incidents.
Crisis situations and critical incidents can be
sensitive issues, but "it's something we have to talk
about," said Ficko.
Ficko talked about how "when we look at critical incidents, we talk about 'not normal.' All critical
incidents are going to start with something that is
'not normal.' Sometimes, 'not normal' can be very
subtle."
"How much time do we have to deal with not
normal? That all depends," said Ficko.
In the case of the Sandy Hook Elementary
School shooting, the shooter Adam Lanza parked
his car in a no-parking zone and left his coats scattered on the pavement before entering the school.
According to Ficko, this behavior was "very
subtle, but not normal."
"Sometimes you're going to have only a small
amount of time to react. However, then there's going to be times where not normal appears weeks,
months or years in advanced," said Ficko.
In the case of the Virginia Tech massacre, the
shooter Seung-Hui Cho had severe psychological
issues since grade school and "several professors
reported his writing and classroom behavior as disturbing," according to Ficko. He was witnessed rehearsing by chaining doors shut two days prior to
the incident. According to Ficko, all of this behavior
was "not normal."
Ficko outlined how evacuation, shelter in place,
and independent action are three response options
during a critical incident involving a violent intruder.
Fairfield uses the Stag Alert emergency notification system to relay information to students and
faculty.
Anyone who signs up can receive timely updates through text messages, email and voicemail
messages during incidents at Fairfield, both small
and large.
Sophomore Miranda Muscente stated, "I feel
very safe. I never consider the possibility of danger
on campus because I never see or hear about danger.
Of course there is some crime and such, but as long
as you're aware of your surroundings and stay alert,
what trouble does exist, it can be easily avoided."
Freshman Te-on Smith believes that "Fairfield
is safe," and it has never occurred to him that a
school shooting could happen here.
Both Tom Maclsaac '16 and Harrison Pereyra
'16 agree that Fairfield is very safe; however Pereyra
stated that "school shootings could happen anywhere."

Dr. Bogusia Skudrzyk (center) and community members break into
groups to discuss the stages of grieving.
Loan Le/The Mirror

Community overcomes grief
CONT. FROM PG. 1
the state of mind to appreciate what
you have in the moment." Winter provides a time for reflection while spring
means hope.
"Josie and Bob created a beautiful
healing atmosphere through their generosity of themselves and their music,"
said Kristen Baxter, who takes classes
at the Graduate School of Education &
Allied Professions.
Closing the workshop, Skudrzyk

compared life to an ocean; a community helps others "go through the tides
of an ocean that can take anyone offbalance."
After the workshop ended, people stayed behind and continued their
personal discussions. Th is, according
to Skudrzyk, exemplifies how a community can overcome the clouds of
grief and sorrow. And like the lyrics of
the Schmidts' song "Rain, Rain, Rain,"
she too believes that "together we will
chase away those clouds."

THE
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Common core's inflexibility stifles students
By Kalee Brunelle, Shaila Marie
Caballero, Lizzy Doherty, Nicole
Gallucci and Tori Larsson
Contributing Writers
Raise your hand if you dreaded
registration this semester.
You sat in front of your computer
screen, staring at the clock, and probably broke into a sweat while waiting
anxiously to click the submit button
after typing in your pin five minutes
before your registration time actually
began. Why is it that this process is
so mentally taxing? It must suggest
something about the core curriculum
that reading the list of requirements
alone is exhausting.
Never fear, administration, for
it's not the core itself that should be
eliminated, but the way courses are
counted toward requirements. With
the 22-course core, a typical 10-course
major, and a typical five-course minor, there is an overwhelming lack of
flexibility in students' schedules. Students, that leaves you with a whopping three courses outside of what is
required, assuming you took classes
that double-counted for your World
and U.S. Diversity requirements. At
the end of the day, we don't have the
time or space to take classes that we're
genuinely interested in, and instead
have to worry about taking the classes
that will cover the requirements.
If you come to Fairfield without a particular major in mind, you
have virtually no time to explore the
courses offered and determine what
you are interested in. If you choose to
do so, you'll be suffering in the future
with an overload of six classes per se-

Editorial
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Loan Le
Editor-in-Chief
Danica Ceballos
Executive Editor
Luigi DiMeglio
Managing Editor

mester in order to graduate on time.
There is also a lack of variety in the
classes offered and what each class
counts toward, drastically shrinking
your options.
Fairfield prides itself on cultivating well rounded students through its
core courses. The purpose of the core,
so they say, is to apply and stay true to
"cura personalis" and expose students
to a broad variety of skills (critical
thinking, problem solving, time management, insightful analysis, etc.).
While we came to Fairfield aware of
the extensive core requirements and
the value of a Jesuit education, we
also expected, and still deserve, to be
highly educated in our field of study.
That is why the inflexibility between
core-required courses and required
courses for a major is such an obstacle
for so many students.
The lack of courses offered also
affects the university in other ways.
Because we do not have the time or
space to participate in unique classes,
they are often threatened with cancellation. Classes like Poetry, James
Joyce, Digital Journalism, Children
as Media Consumers, Television
Genres: Sitcoms, Faith After the
Holocaust or Entrepreneurship and
Small Business Management are
courses that we are intrigued by, yet
the strictness of the core curriculum
does not allow us to experience them.
Business majors don't have room for
Business Writing, an English-based
class directly tied to their future career paths. If well rounded students
are the University's goal, it's coming
up short.
The solution to this issue is to

The end of the semester
means the end of classes, finals
and dreaded course evaluations.
Most students seem to treasure
those extra 15 minutes devoted
to filling out the Scantron by bubbling in all "fives" as quickly as
possible. Though many students
would agree that the Scantron
does not accurately represent our
full evaluation of our semesterlong invested courses, what about
the written response evaluations?
If students take their time
and actually respond to these
questions, they can be very beneficial. Teachers receive these
evaluations directly and tend to

adjust the core course options to include content that is interdisciplinary and connects to most majors, in
addition to possibly combining requirements. Fairfield should follow in
the footsteps of other Jesuit colleges
that make its core curriculum more
flexible and enjoyable for students.
Loyola University Chicago requires
its students to take two courses in
a required area of knowledge, such
as Historical Knowledge, Artistic
Knowledge, Quantitative Knowledge, Scientific Literacy, Societal and
Cultural Knowledge, Philosophical
Knowledge, Theological Knowledge
and Ethics. The one major difference
between Loyola and Fairfield is that
in each area of knowledge, they have
a wide variety of classes to choose

from.
Instead of requiring them to
take two math classes, Loyola requires students to take two courses in
the Quantitative Analysis field. In this
area, they provide class options such
as Logic, Visual Information Processing and Statistics. By offering these
types of classes, it allows individuals who do not necessarily excel at
Mathematics to take a class that won't
completely tarnish their GPA, while
also allowing them to find a class that
relates to their field of study.
While we understand and respect the significance of a Jesuit
education, we propose a change. By
no means are we suggesting that we
should eliminate the core curriculum, but simply modify the require-

ments to allow for more flexibility
and variety. It is clear that with the
narrow and demanding core curriculum, students are not given enough
opportunities for exploration.
By expanding the core course
selection and allowing additional
class options to count for core credits,
students will have the opportunity to
take more classes that relate to their
particular field of studies as well as
classes that they are truly passionate
about. There are so many magnificent
courses offered at Fairfield, and we
know students wish they had the time
in their schedules to take them.
Let's face it. You've always
dreamed of taking Piano/Keyboard.
Don't you think you should be able
to?

Ethics of 3-D printing human meat
By Leigh Tauss
Opinion Editor
The dawn of the 3-D printing
revolution is upon us; in the blink
of an eye we'll have the ability to
produce one of the most soughtafter resources known to man: human tissue. We will harvest organs,
not through car crash fatalities, but
through mechanical reproduction.
Millions of lives will be saved, not
only of humans, but animals, when
poultry, cattle and fish farms become a thing of the past, replaced
by gigantic factory-labs. Grocery
stores will be stocked with the most
exotic indulges - from zebra meat to
wooly mammoth - and if you brave

alter future syllabi based on student responses.
To our knowledge, there are
three potential reasons why students would not fully embrace
the chance to voice their opinions. Number one: Students don't
want to take the time. Rushing
to Barone to beat the 6:15 dinner crowd seems so much more
important at 5:59. Students are
overwhelmed with everything
else they have to do, so why spend
more of their precious time writing their thoughts down? If you
have taken the time to attend the
class throughout the semester or
have attempted to get your work

down the furthest aisle, you may find
a particularly shocking item: human
meat.
It seems impossible to imagine,
but a market for those with curious palates already exists in the darkest pockets of the deep web. Even in legal institutions, a demand exists
as thousands of strongstomached
patrons
have already tried the
sourtoe cocktail from
Yukon, Canada, famous for containing
a mummified human
toe garnish. Surely,
it's not a lack of interest keeping this novelty
item from hitting the shelves.

done, then it is definitely worth
your time to write two or three
sentences for a few questions.
Sometimes students don't
care about the teacher. Maybe the
teacher decided to pile on all of
your work on Dec. 2 when you returned from Thanksgiving break.
Maybe you think that the teacher
unfairly graded your research
paper. If you have a complaint,
you're probably not the only one.
If you want something to change,
create some controversy and let
people know what you think.
Finally we believe a majority of students don't think evaluations matter. This excuse is a lot

With 3-D printing about to take
the world by storm, whether we want
to or not, it's time for society to reckon
with the age-old taboo of consuming
human flesh.
The issue is more complex than
first "meats" the eye. Cannibalism, as we

READ HUMAN MEAT ON PAGE

6

like not voting because you don't
think your vote counts. Guess
what? If you sit there doing nothing, it won't. Be active and make
the best of these opportunities
that you do have. Voice your
opinion and write a whole paragraph for one of your responses.
If you still don't think your professor will read it, take your opinions somewhere else. Whether
you report your criticisms to another professor, student group or
administrator, don't let your ideas
go to waste. Students can make a
difference and create change, and
it starts with these evaluations.

Page 6
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Bio fabricating human flesh
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•Finals are closing in.
•Tensions are growing between
the U. S. and China.
•There have been three lockdowns on college campuses in
Connecticut in the last month
because of the potential threat
of shooters.
•Winter break is two weeks
away!

•"The Walking Dead" is on
hiatus.

•Registration is over.

•Metro North train derails,
four dead.

•Volleyball won the MAAC
Championship.
•Pope Francis sneaks out at
night to feed the homeless.
•NASA plans to grow turnips
on the moon.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
refer to it, is not just morally frowned
upon when murder is involved. Even in
the most desperate situations, like the
Donner Party, those who resort to eating the flesh of individuals succumbing
from natural causes are seen as a violation of some basic principle because
the person consumed was someone's
brother or sister.
But what if it wasn't a living
breathing person with a name and a
face you were tasting, but just a collection of biological material? Andras
Forgacs explained the process of biofabrication in a recent TED talk, and
the benefits of 3-D printing meat using only small tissue samples and cell
cultures:"What if instead of starting
with a complex and sentient animal,
starting with what the tissues are made
of, the basic unit of life: the cell." The
end product is virtually indistinguishable to that which comes from a once
living organism, because they are iden-.» tical on a cellular level.
Unlike a
clone, a biofabricated human
body would never
be truly alive. Every
part and component
could be in place, but it
would still never take a breath
or achieve consciousness, as
lite
lifeless a corpse. In this way it
would be an object and
never require a special

Letters to the Editor <&>

social category.
Other than being totally weird
and creepy, would you try it? Everybody has wondered it at one point or
another what we must taste like. If it
wasn't once a person, is it still wrong?
What about printing other human body parts? While we are probably cool with replicating a leg for a
war veteran, or an eye for a blind man,
what about sexual organs? Is there a
line? Where do we draw it?
When considering the ethics of
biofabricating human body parts, it is
crucial to examine whether or not the
production of it may result in the further harm and cannibalism of real people. We can compare this to digitally
produced child pornography. While no
child is harmed directly by digital child
porn, it has the potential to increase the
probability of consumers harming real
children. While it might temporarily
alleviate the urge, it would not be effective in solving the problem long-term
because the underlying motivation involves real children, which the digital
medium fails to satisfy.
Thus the real question is: Would
the mass production and availability of
human meat possibly increase the cannibalism of real people?
I do not believe it would, as the
motivation for cannibalism seems to
have more to do with the strange notion of consuming a once living being
than the actual food itself. If your only

motivation is to satisfy a curiosity, then
there would be no reason to cannibalize real people, and the availability of
human meat would have no effect on
real life cannibalism. It would not act
as a gateway drug in the same way as
digital child pornography would, because biofabricated human meat would
have no appeal to actual cannibals as it
would not even partially satisfy the
urge to kill.
Therefore, in an ethical sense, I
believe there is nothing wrong with
producing, distributing and consuming biofabricated human meat.
It sounds gross to me too, but
one day we might not see it that way.
3-D printing is on track to be the most
major technological innovation of the
21st century, revolutionizing not only
medicine, but also food production.
It's going to completely change our
relationship with the organic matter
we consume. No doubt one day we'll
look back on the slaughter of animals
as a barbaric and unnecessary violation against the sanctity of life. Perhaps
future generations will also view our
hang-ups about trying the most tabooed cuisine, human meat, as
naive, and primitive.
I've read it tastes kind of
like veal.

Greek life will not benefit Fairfield
The idea of Greek life at Fairfield is extremely dis- ing enough where that can happen anyway. This leads
concerting to me. However, a group of students have re- to my next point. Fairfield only has about 3,300 undercently pushed for fraternities and sororities to be included graduates and the introduction of Greek life would only
and recognized on campus. As far as I'm concerned, in- exacerbate any polarizations that already exist. It will give
troducing this lifestyle to the Fairfield community is an men and women the right to judge and exclude whoever
unnecessary move that would negatively impact our com- they feel doesn't fit into the value set and criteria of their
munity.
organization. As a community devoted to being men and
As a senior, I have taken advantage of everything I women for others, do exclusionary principles make sense?
possibly could have during my time at the University. I
Another opinion in favor of Greek life is that it would
have worked extensively with Campus Ministry to lead actively seek to promote higher participation in commuand travel on immersion trips to Quito, Ecuador. I took nity service. If you are looking to get involved with comadvantage of studying abroad in Managua, Nicaragua.T munity service, Campus Ministry already offers programs
became a Eucharistic Minister, worked with orientation, on local, domestic and international levels. Some might
and was a Service Learning Asspciate with the office of argue that those programs are too faith-based and that
service learning, among many other things. All of these they would prefer a more secular organization to volunorganizations have played a role in my personal growth teer with. If that's the case, you can get involved by taking
and also provided me with bonds of friendship ,that will tile initiative to volunteer on your own. Another option
last me a lifetime.
would be to take a service learning course that gives you
Fairfield has more than 90 clubs and organizations " the opportunity to not only volunteer, but also to apply
and doesn't leave much to be wanted. Adding Greek Life skills you've learned in the classroom.
to our campus community would be a detriment to what
Allow me to make myself clear: I do feel that Greek
the University stands for. Fraternities and sororities his- life can be beneficial at larger schools, but Fairfield is obvitorically conjure images of excessive drinking arid party- ouslynot one of them. The University has been extremely
ing, hazing and even social exclusion. These are all fea- successful at fostering community and spirit in more ways
tures that add nothing positive to a university, especially than one. Based on my experiences and the opportunities
one that already deals with a drinking culture.
I've had, I see no need for Greek life. Why try to fix someI do appreciate the desire to develop brotherly and thing that isn't broken?
sisterly bonds, but our community is small and welcomEric Salgado '14
,.. '

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers: Letters to the
editor must be timely and submitted by email to infogifairMdmirroroomorBoxAA All
letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or online. The
Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammati
cal error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks and should contain
correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.

No official support from FUSA
This letter is in response to the article, "Freshmen Strive to Bring Greek Life to
FU," the front-page article for the week of November 20, 2013. In the article, Robert
Joyce stated that FU students Ferry and Peacock "have gained support from FUSA and
COSO." This is an inaccurate statement for several reasons. First, official support from
FUSA implies a majority approval of the Senate with a signature from the FUSA President. Secondly, we would like to state on the record that COSO will remain impartial
during this process.
FUSA opinion shall remain impartial until there is a Senate vote on the matter.
However, we do support the idea of two students taking the initiative on something
they believe in, and we will help them throughout the process. We have a duty to our
constituents to propose initiatives to the Administration and the Board of Trustees that
a large portion of the student body support.
We hope that the students reading this letter are aware of the way in which official support from FUSA is reached. We encourage undergraduate students and Mirror
reporters to address the Senate or ask their respective class Senators about various
initiatives that affect the undergraduate student body.
FUSA

Response to Miss Molly: in defense of relationships
In the "Ask Miss Molly" section,
published by The Mirror on November 20th, 2013, Miss Molly proposed
the top 12 reasons why it's okay to be
single. I'd like to propose a new perspective.
The Top 12 Reasons Why it's
Okay to be in a Relationship (Or Anything I Damn Well Please)
12. Because I shave my legs
whenever the hell I want. After being
in a two-year relationship, I've never
once felt obligated to shave my legs
when I didn't feel like it.
11. Because no one should be a
slave to their phone. Healthy relationships require face-to-face time, but
college students will text regardless of

their relationship status.
10. Because I have plenty of
funny stories to tell, and fortunately,
many are genuine enough that they
didn't begin with a cocktail on a Friday night. Last weekend my boyfriend
danced around Stamford train station
in my stilettos at 1 am. Enough said.
9. Because I do my own laundry anyway, and relationships are a
mutual give and take. Since when do
relationships come with a free laundry service? Maybe if you're aiming
to perpetuate negative female stereotypes.
8. Because relationships are exciting enough (hat you don't feel the
need to flirt with strangers. Now you

have someone to flirt with 24/7 who
will always be receptive and won't ignore you the next day.
7. Because I look the same now
as when I began dating. I have never
felt the need to keep my hair always
highlighted, my lips glossed, and my
workout plan strict. I looked, well...
normal, when my boyfriend first
asked me out.
6. Because you learn about
strength both in and out of relationships. I've realized my own personal
strength through facing issues as a
couple that I would've never faced
while single.
5. Because I can do whatever I
want. I have never, and will never, let a

man tell me what to do. My boyfriend
doesn't care whether I am, "accidentally finishing a bottle of wine and bag
of Hershey kisses while watching 'Sex
and the City,'" because not all guys
manipulative.
4. Because I have high standards.
I never chose to be in a serious relationship until I found someone who
had everything I wanted in a partner.
3. Because I enjoy investing in
someone who brings me happiness,
and I still have money for all the
things I want. I'd rather have a meaningful Christmas present than a Frappuccino.
2. Because although you do risk
getting your heart broken, that may

be one of the greatest risks to take.
There's no telling where a college relationship will lead, but that doesn't
mean it isn't worthwhile. It's silly to
assume that people in relationships
aren't living life to the fullest because
they're not hooking up. Who said that
this is the way college is "supposed" to
be experienced, anyway?
1. Because the best is yet to
come, and it doesn't matter which
path you take to get there. Single
or dating, no one is doing anything
wrong by following their heart. Neither is the "better route" as long as
you are happy. Take it from someone
who has experienced both routes.
Tori Ready

The Vine

arts, entertainment, features
vine@fairfieldmirror.com
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One kiss can change everything

Sophomore Veronique Poutre plays one of the leads of "Stop Kiss."
Photo by Grace Janiszewski/Theatre Fairfield Business Intern
By Dylan Dembin
Assistant Vine Editor
Another play is about to grace
the stage of the Pepsico Theater on
Wednesday, Dec. 4. "Stop Kiss"
will be performed by the talented
actors of Theatre Fairfield.
This play was written by Diana Son and first produced in 1998
in New York, N.Y., also the setting
of the play. The play jumps to and
from the storyline, in the end it
reveals elaborate issues about inequality.

"Stop Kiss" is an intense
drama that incorporates both humor and more serious topics that
relate to its plot. It follows the stirring storline of two females, Sara
(played by Molly Gregory '16) and
Callie (played by Veronique Poutre
'16), who share their first kiss on a
street corner in the city.
This warming moment is
tainted when a bystander attacks
and injures Sara, moments later.
The plot explores the repercussions of this attack. Furthermore,
it examions the feelings of all those

who are involved in this affair.
The purpose of this play is
to question and challenge discrimination. In this case, we are
confronted with the concerns of
homosexuality in the modern day
and how it is perceived.
On Fairfield's website, director Cat Miller states, "'Stop Kiss'
is a play about people finding the
courage to live and to love the way
their hearts direct them, bravely
and freely even in the face of fear,
doubt, discrimination, and hate."
Miller further expresses a desire for the play to bring multiple
facets of today's society, fairness
and equal rights to light for homosexual individuals and couples.
With so many considerations and
factors that contribute to certain
attitudes, this play is meant to promote a fair way of thinking.
Gregory explained her take
on the premise of the play. "Stop
Kiss' is a truly beautiful play because, at the end of the day, it is
simply about two people who fall
in love."
"The fact that they're both
women is just that: a fact. 'Stop
Kiss' has so many universal applications because it shows the beauty we can find in all of our small,
everyday moments."
Gregory expressed how this
play really triggers a realization
of our individual power to pursue
and fight for what matters most
to us at the end of the day. This is
all represented by the relationship
of Callie and Sarah and how this
evolves throughout the play as it is
contrasted to the recovery of Sarah
when the story jumps from past to
present.
"I love playing Sarah. She is
extremely kind, passionate, and is
never afraid to go after what she
wants," said Gregory about her experience in the play. "She cares so
much about others, and in general
she is an extremely strong woman."

Putting on a play in general is
a difficult task, but even more so
with such important and weighted
issues.
"We had a very short time
to put together this show, so it's
been a bit of a challenge trying to
make sure that everything is up
to par and ready to go for when
we launch the production," said
Gregory.
In addition to Gregory
and Poutre, the cast consists of
Alec Bandzes '15 (George); Tori
Schuchmann '16 (Mrs. Winsley/
Nurse); Brendan McNamara '17
(Peter); and Sebastian Salvo '17
(Detective Cole).
The methods in which the
cast adapts this story to the stage
can give the audience a view into
the lives of those whom these issues affect.
On Dec. 5, there will also be
a talk back on issues of secrecy in
relationships on college campuses,
including issues of assault, shaming, and questioning sexualities.
The talk back is sponsored by the
Gender, Sex, and Sexuality Commons and Alliance.
Pay a visit to the Pepsico The-

ater this week and take a look at
what the talented cast has been
working on. "Stop Kiss" is a story
that you can see, but also think
about as it is incorporated into
the very issues that are so close at
hand in our society.

"Stop Kiss" opens:
on Wednesday, Dec. 4,
and goes through Sunday, Dec. 8.

Show times are
Wednesday
through
Saturday, Dec. 4 to 7,
at 8 p.m. and a 2 p.m.
show on Saturday and
Sunday, Dec. 7 and 8.
Tickets are $5 for students, $6 for seniors
and university staff
and $12 for everyone
else.
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American music swings for change
By Chuck DeFilippo
Assistant Vine Editor
You do not need to be music
major to dive into the rich history of American music. This past
Monday, Nov. 2, students filled the
Library Multimedia Room to become acquainted with the origins
of Swing Jazz. Fairfield University
Music Program Director, Dr. Brian Torff, led the discussion along
with Music Chair, Dr. Laura Nash.
If you have taken a class with
Torff you may have probably heard
him refer to different listening
levels. During the program Torff
demonstrated how Swing had an
impact on each level.
Some listen on the surface,
others understand the instrumentation and harmonies, but only a
few will hear what the music is
saying.
On the surface, the Swing
Era was driven by dance. After
the Great Depression, Swing was
the perfect pick-me-up. America's youth would fill ballrooms
throughout the country and popu-

lar dances like the Jitterbug and
Foxtrot were born.
Artist such as Count Basie and
Benny Goodman would perform
for these overwhelming crowds.
There were driving drums, loud
horns, and syncopated rhythms
that would force you out of your
seat.
Digging deeper, Swing had
redefined racial boundaries. At
this point in American popular
music both bands and audiences
were segregated. Soon African
American arrangers would lead
all-White bands and both races
would mix on the dance floor.
Notably, African American
musicians are gaining respect.
Musicians, like Duke Ellington,
are seen as clean cut, handsome
and dress in sophisticated suits
on bandstands in front of White
America.
Likewise,
Women would
soon gain respect through Swing.
During World War II, male musicians were drafted and women
would take the bandstand. Although many all-girl bands were

considered a novelty, groups such
as the International Sweethearts
of Rhythm would prove critics
wrong. The Sweethearts had become a world-wide hit, touring
all of Europe and sounded just as
good as any male group.
Torff refers to music as "an
instigator of change." The music
was loud, fun and served merely as
entertainment, for some. However,
Swing music has achieved more
than many realize. After the Swing
Era of the 1930s and 40's American would never be the same.
So tap your foot or dive into
the intricate history of Swing Jazz.
Regardless of your listening level,
you will not be disappointed.
Next Monday, Dec. 9 Torff
will discuss Rock n' Roll for the
last of the six part series created
by Tribeca Film Institute. The program will begin at 7:30 pm in the
DiMenna-Nyselius Library - the
Multimedia Room and will last
approximately one hour. It is free
and open to the public, so swing
on by!

America's youth filling the ballroom dance floor in front of a big band.
Contributed Photo
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"The
Walking Dead"
midseason
recap
zombie face-off

VS

ZOMBIE LEIGH TAUSS
What do you think was the significance of the major characters death?
Jen: It was utterly heartbreaking on so many levels. On a social
commentary level, I think it could
have represented the loss of humanity and morality in this environment.
I think that's not the only time this
happened in this episode. The people
in the Governors camp were good,
moral people, until the Governor gets
in their head and convinces them to
kill the prison camp. Morality died on
several counts in this episode
Leigh: Not going to lie: I was
sobbing in the fetal position. Hershel
was the last vestige of traditionalism
left in the group. Without his influence, the group may continue to lose
grip on what life was like before the
apocalypse, and what values governed
the old world. Morality may become
furthered threatened by survivalism.
People have argued that this season has been a repetitive story line,
with the Governor trying to take the
prison in a similar manner as in season
three. Thoughts?

Jen: I think if you're going to see
a cyclical nature to his actions, it's not
unintentional or lazy. Clearly it would
be showing that the Governor hasn't
changed. He might have taken on this
new persona, but by going about getting the prison in the same way, it is
the most definitive proof that he is
not a changed man in the slightest.
Leigh: I think this is a completely
different story line from last season.
While season three focused on the
Governor losing his grip on power,
this season revealed how such a psychopathic maniac was able to rise to
power in the first place. In this way,
his character arc was able to come full
circle.
Who will now take on the role of
the show's moral center?
Jen: The the presence of Judith
there is morality, or at least the hope
of morality, but we don't really know
how that one's going to work out
now do we? I suppose it could also
be Glenn, since he is trying to keep
around old world traditions, such
as marrying Maggie and wanting to

ZOMBIE JEN CALHOUN

have children.
Leigh: I think that Rick showed
he has picked up Herschels compassion and is the pretty obvious pick.
However, the writers rarely go with
what is obvious. So far they have murdered an idealist (Dale) and a traditonalist (Herschel), so maybe our new
moral center will be a realist. I could
see Carol returning and potentially
filling this role.
Who is the animal mutilating
psycho?
Jen: I wouldn't be surprised if
it's the little girls that Carol was taking care of. Maybe they killed and
burned the bodies too, who knows?
Conspiracies!
Leigh: The scary girl.

and be revealed to have not murdered
the girls in cold blood, but in fact covered it up to save the real killer, most
likely the scary girl.
Who do you think will be the last
man or woman standing?
Jen: They're grooming Carl to
be the salvation. Personally, I don't
know how I feel about that, but he's
the person best suited to thrive in this
environment. Maybe he and Judith
will become the Tyreese and Sasha of
the future.
Leigh: If Daryl dies, we riot. I
think there is still a lot of room for
growth with his character as he continues to take on more of a leadership
position in the group.
Overall rating for the first half of
the season?

When will we see Carol again?
Jen: Maybe she's the one that
killed that camp full of people that the
Governor saw in the woods. I don't
know if the timeline matches up.
Leigh: I think Carol will return

WVOF Top 30 Charts

Jen: Four dead zombies out
of five. I can't give it five out of five
until there's a "Sophia coming out of
the barn" moment in this season, and
I think that could happen with how
they play out Carol's storyline.

Week of December 3, 2013

The charts show the top 30 most played albums at WVOF this week. These charts, submitted by college radio stations from all over the country, are used to compile the College
Music Journal Top 200 weekly chart. CMJ represents the newest and best releases in college radio, and is a source of music and industry information, news and reviews.

Quiet Life - "Wild Pack"

1

"Wild Pack" is an uptempo indie folk album, driven
by tambourine, harmonica and steel guitar. The
smooth Americana tone and poignant lyrics make
the perfect soundtrack for a cross-country road
trip and keep Quiet Life at the top of the charts this
week.

h

Radical Face
Branches"

"The Family Tree: The

"The Family Tree: The Branches" is the
second installment of a three-album
project by Ben Cooper, the man behind
Radical Face. Arguably more refined
and cleaner than his previous works,
"The Branches' is filled with solid harmonies and piano work. The storytelling theme surrounding the entire project is really what makes this album
worth a listen.

Chvrches - "The Bones Of What You Believe"

3

"The Bones Of What You Believe" is the
Scottish trio's debut full-length. Electro-pop at its finest; it fives up to the
hype with its incredibly catchy hooks,
sharp synth, and clear vocals.

Leigh: 9/10. It got a little slow
with the two Governor episodes,
however this last one really tied them
all together with a huge emotional
impact. This show hasn't lost steam
yet!
Predictions for next half of the
season?
Jen: I don't think that the prison
group is going to come back together
by the end of the season. There's going to be at least one major death
(my guess is Glenn ... better not be
Daryl) and some new threat is going to appear, probably in whoever
killed those people in the woods. If
there's one thing the Walking Dead
has taught us, it's that in complete anarchy such as the zombie apocalypse,
the humans are the real monsters.
Leigh: The end of last episode
scattered the group completely, so
I think it might take a significant
amount of time for them to regroup.
Carol will (and must) return and I
think Glenn might be poised to be
the big death next season.

By Jana Novak
WVOF Music Director

4. Son Lux - "Lanterns"
5. Tennis - "Small Sound"
6. Best Coast - "Fade Away"
7. of Montreal - "Lousy with SyManbriar"
8. Grizzly Bear - "Shields" (expanded)
9. Aloa Input - "Anysome"
10. Peace - "In Love"
11. M.I.A. - "Matangi"
12. Dr. Dog - "B-Room"
13. Arcade Fire - "Reflektor"
14.Chris Garneau - "Winter Games"
15. La Luz - "It's Alive"
16. Sleigh Bells - "Bitter Rivals"
17. Cantoo - "Cantoo"
18. Cate Le Bon - "Mug Museum"
19. Cage The Elephant - "Melophobia"
20. Arctic Monkeys - "AM"
21. Jake Bugg - "Shangri La"
22. Elf Power - "Sunlight on the Moon"
23. Pompeya - "Tropical"
24. The Growlers - "Gilded Pleasures"
25. Fuzz - "Live In San Francisco"
26. Anthony Green - "Young Legs"
27. Mutual Benefit - "Love's Crushing Diamond"
28. Elvis Costello &• The Roots - "Wise Up: ThoughtRemixes and Reworks"
29. Males - "Run Run Run/MalesMalesMales"
30. Honey Wild - "Garden/Magnifique Innocent"
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Best Bites: Bodega Taco Bar
1700 Post Road, Fairfield, CT
Hours of operation:
Kitchen Hours: Sun-Thurs ll:30am-10:00pm, Fri & Sat 11:30am-11:00pm
Bar Hours: Sun-Thurs 11:30am-lam, Fri &Sat ll:30am-2am
By Nicholas O'Connell
Food Columnist
In the plaza across from Chef's Table in Fairfield
Center is a small taco bar known as Bodega. The environment appears to be urban and hipster and is solidified
by the trendy soundtrack. Their guacamole is on par with
some of the best I have had in my life. It is smooth and
light and served in a heavy stone bowl. Their drink menu
can be described in the same manor: light and sweet. My
girlfriend loves the margaritas and they even managed
to disguise the bourbon in my drink enough for her to
enjoy it too. They also have a large selection of tequilas
and offer flights of Silver, Reposado and Anejo. As well as
Spanish beers and Spanish wines.

Vino Files
Wines fit for your late-night pizza habit
By Andrew Hoover
Wine columnist
Heading into finals, you're bound
to have a few late-night pizza sessions
to help you unwind from stuffing your
cranium with a semesters worth of
knowledge.
You're also likely to become quite
thirsty from indulging in slice after
slice of such salty, carb-laden bliss.
Your natural instinct might be to reach
for an ice-cold brewsky, but why not
spring for a more intellectual beverage
to slake your thirst?
True, beer and pizza have a natural predilection for each other. The
carbonation in beer is a great counterpoint to the gooey cheese on pizza. Its
bubbles are abrasive, allowing it to cut
through the melted goodness and leaving the palate feeling refreshed.
Flavor wise, the roasted malt in
many lagers and ales brings out the
toasty quality of the crust. This, my
friends, is called food-and-beverage
synergy.
But depending on the pizza, wine
can be an equally — if not more — favorable match.
You may recall from previous
Vino Files articles the words tannin
and acidity. Tannins are astringent,
naturally occurring compounds found
in grapes, which can lend red wines a
drying sensation that is often referred
to as grip. Acidity is also a component
in grapes, which can give the finished
wine a saliva-inducing sensation. It
is these two structural elements that
make pizza and wine a superb duo.
Just as the carbonation in beer
cuts through a cheesy pizza, the tannins and acidity in wine act in a similar
fashion. In fact, wine often has the upper hand when paired with pizzas that
are laden with hearty fixings.

Rich toppings like sausage and
peppers or mushrooms and bacon will
often trounce a light, easy-drinking
beer. You won't taste the beer; you'll
only feel that there is a dilute liquid sitting in your mouth. Yuck. But a hefty
red wine with its acidity, tannins, flavor intensity and body has all the elements necessary to make for a successful pairing.
To ensure that you get the most
from your late-night wine-and-pizza
session, here are five popular pizza
toppings paired with appropriate
wines. All of these bottles should be
available at local Fairfield wine shops.

$$$$

Recommended Apps:
Bodega Sweet Chili Duck Nachos: cotija cheese,
cranberry and jalapeno salsa. This dish is served on
a baking sheet and traps all sorts of flavors. The duck
thickens the light cheese and cranberries while the salsa
adds heat.
Chips and house pico: crispy chips fried in house
with a light diced salsa.
Recommended Main Courses:
Cochinite Pilbil: slow cooked pork, retried beans,
pickled red onion and cilantro. This taco is my favorite
on the menu. The tender pork is complimented by the
texture of the retried beans. The pickled red onion and
cilantro add a tangy crunch.
Americano: Seasoned ground beef, manchego
cheese, salsa rusa in a crispy taco shell. This taco is a
classic taste to many. It is not quite as adventurous as
some on the menu but it is nice to mix into your options.
Burritos: Every burrito is massive and resembles the
head of Hey Arnold. The one my girlfriend ordered was
able to feed her and her roommate when we got home.

Pepperoni: A fitting match for a pizza loaded with cheese and pepperoni
D'Arenberg's 2010 Stump Jump Shiraz ($11) from Australia. The grape Shiraz (shirAHZ) is known for its richness and delectable flavors of ripe fruit, pepper and smoked
meat, all of which help to make this wine a winning candidate for this pie.
Sausage and peppers: For a hearty pizza such as this one, you need a wine that
has some body and tannins to stand up against the meat component. A wine like Los
Vascos' 2010 Cabernet Sauvignon ($8.99) from Chile has the grip to handle the sausage, and it also has an herbal element that pairs well with the peppers. Caveat: Make
sure you order bell peppers instead of hot peppers. Hot peppers are challenging for
wine as their heat makes the wine's alcohol content feel elevated—your mouth will
feel even more aflame.
Mushrooms: Frescobaldi's 2011 Castiglioni Chianti ($11.99) is based on Sangiovese (sahn-joe-VAY-zay), a red grape that thrives in Italy's Tuscany region. Chianti
(key-AHN-tee) is an easygoing pizza wine that offers plenty of succulent fruit flavors
and a light earthiness that will meld well with the mushrooms on this pie.
The works: If you like your pizza teeming with toppings like sausage, bacon,
mushrooms and olives, you need a wine that is equally hearty Bogle's 2011 Old Vine
Zinfandel ($11.99) from California's Sierra Foothills is a full-D&lied, robust red wine
that has plenty of oomph to withstand this pizza's abundant fixings.

The Vine
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By Robert Hagstrom
Contributing Writer

"Seventeen"
by Mat Kearney
"Seventeen" was recorded from the studio
album "Young Love" in 2011. It mainly focuses
on memories from his past, both the good and
the bad, and how he realized what it meant to
grow up and be responsible for something other
than himself. Kearney used an acoustic guitar
only for this song, which reflected a beautifully
calming tone in the lyrics. It's a serious song
that people could listen to and reflect on from
their own lives.

it

Rebecca"
by Pat McGee Band
Originally from Richmond, Va., the Pat
McGee Band, released "Rebecca" on their second studio album, "Shine," in 2000. The album
has a solid mix of acoustic guitar, drums, keyboards and bass that brings a somewhat different sound to modern rock bands. This song
is upbeat and a great choice for studying or
just nanging with friends. It focuses on a girl
named Rebecca and the course of her life. It
may seem deep by the title, but it is actually a
fun, engaging song.

"My Backwards Walk"
by Frightened Rabbit

by Dave Matthews Band
I first heard this song many years ago
and was fortunate enough to hear it played
live at a Dave Matthews Band show in
2011. From their second studio album released in 1996, this song incorporates all
of the things that make the lyrics of Dave
Matthews Band so incredible. Although
it can be interpreted differently, it mainly
reflects on different situations that everybody experiences throughout their lives,
and learning to appreciate a special moment when one comes around.

From the Scottish indie rock band, this
song appeared in their second studio album, "The Midnight Organ Fight." In the
song, the lead singer of the band, Scott
Hutchison, recalls the memory of breaking up with a girlfriend. Its powerful lyrics and edgy tone reflect the sadness in his
voice that can describe how he felt about
her. This song is perfect for a rainy day or
anytime you dont feel like jamming out to
an upbeat, fast-paced song.
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Editors note:

COFFEE BREAK
Editor Molly Leidig »info@fairfieldmirror.com

Maggiles Cocktail
MAGGIE MACKENZIE
The holiday season has officially
arrived. And what does that mean?
Nonstop talk about my least favorite
word in the dictionary, that dreaded,
four-letter word otherwise known as
diet.
It means that you can almost always count on overhearing groups of
girls talking about Weight Watchers,
carbs (public enemy number one) and
the gym, since it appears that fitting
into that New Year's Eve dress is of the
highest priority these days.
I've been hearing way too many
girls' diet plans - most of which consist
of water, celery and lettuce. No bread,
no chips and you can kiss away anything with the main ingredient being
chocolate. Scrooge much?
What ever happened to "everything in moderation?" I get it: There is
a mentality that if you look good, you
feel good, but how much fun can that
water and air diet really be? I really
don't think I would feel too good if I
couldn't have any chocolate. Just saying.
No, this doesn't mean
that I think you should have
McDonalds for breakfast,
lunch and dinner. I just
don't believe that having
calories on your brain
24/7 is all that - believe
it or not - healthy for
you.
I think that diets
turn into an obsession, which turns
into a problem.
And
re
ally, who
has
the
time for
another
problem?
I
think
that the female population both on

Contributing Writer

dL

Dear Sick as a Dog,
People start to get sick at the
end of the semester for two main
reasons: a semester's worth of partying and late nights are starting to
catch up, and stress. When you're
stressed out, your immune system
suffers and makes you more vulnerable to getting sick.
Sleep and nutrition are vi-

tal for keeping yourself healthy.
If you've been staying out until 3
a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights
all semester and eating nothing
but pizza and french fries, it's no
surprise that you're sick.
As finals are coming around,
try to cut back on your partying
and pay closer attention to your
nutrition.
Make sure you're getting the
recommended eight hours of sleep
each night, eat plenty of fruits and
vegetables and slug down a big
glass of OJ with breakfast every
morning.
Stress is another culprit to
your seasonal sickness. As teachers are piling on the work at the
end of the semester, your stress
levels spike, making you more sensitive to illness.
Exercise is a great way to
manage stress. Between time at
the library, schedule some time at

the gym to burn off your stress.
It'll make you feel better and help
you focus more when you study.
Sometimes even if you have
the healthiest habits, you may still
find yourself sick. Load up on the
vitamin C and hopefully a small
cold won't turn into something
much worse.
Do not fear the health center.
It's there for a reason and believe
it or not, they can help you. Sometimes even a mild sore throat
might be actually something
much more serious.
Think you're too cool to wear
a coat? Think again. Connecticut
gets cold in the winter, so don't
forget to put on your jacket when
you go outside.
Hope your sniffles get better
soon!
Love always,
Miss Molly

THOMAS SHEA Multimedia Editor

As the calendar turns over into December, we head into the thick of what
I'm going to call the G.E.M. of the year:
the Greatest Eating Month.
Beginning on Thanksgiving and
ending shortly after New Year's Day,
this unofficial GEM features a wide
variety of some of the greatest foods
known to mankind: Turkey and pies
on Thanksgiving, giving way to ham
and every kind of baked good you can
imagine for Christmas.
For you Italians out there, I've been
told your Christmases have more types
of delicious fish than I knew existed,
not to mention all those ridiculously
good Italian cookies and what not that
I can't even pronounce but always stuff
my face with.
Then to top off the GEM are all the
New Year's parties, full of appetizers
and alcohol—which make us all feel
good in one way or another.
So why is it that people, mainly
females, feel the need to boycott this
phenomenally delectable time
of year in favor of dieting?
Look, I somewhat understand the feeling that you
want to look your
best for those
New Year's
celebrations,
and
to fit
into
the

Ask Miss Molly
Dear Miss Molly,
It's that time of year again
... finals. As all of my due
dates for projects, papers and
exams are approaching, I'm
finding myself getting sick.
Everyone around me is sneezing and coughing. I can't be
sick with all this work I have.
What should I do?
Sincerely,
Sick as a Dog

Toms Beer
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this campus and in general are way too
hard on themselves and need to learn
to love what they have. And if they are
unhappy, then change it in a positive,
healthy way.
I think the "healthy way" is a combination of some cardio and a balanced
diet, which we all learned about in
our eighth-grade health class, so there
is no need to bore you with specifics.
It hasn't changed. Fruits, vegetables,
protein and the occasional splurge
that won't turn you into the Pillsbury
Dough Boy. I promise you.
What's the moral of the story? I
think "diet" should be completely removed from our vocabulary and the
new mantra should return to "everything in moderation." As Drake so
truthfully stated, "You only
live once." And I certainly
do not want to be living off the deadly
three: water, celery
and lettuce.

His Beer, Her Cocktail wants to give students
on campus a chance to voice their opinions on
specific issues. The topics must be relevant to a
majority of the student population and can be
serious or funny. If you would like to be featured
in the column, contact info@fairfieldmirror.com.
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little dress that you bought in the midst
of all the holiday shopping deals. But at
what cost does it come?
When I hear Maggie here talking about eating lettuce and water, my
mind does not think of dieting, it thinks
of prison. In addition to torturing yourself by watching your friends eat all the
foods you've forbidden yourself from
entering your body, you in turn get
nothing but the most tasteless foods in
existence, combined with the excitement of drinking water.
I realize that I am not the best person to be taking advice from when it
comes to food. As I write this article,
I'm eagerly looking ahead to my dinner for tonight of a pulled pork quesadilla. I'm also not preaching that people
should follow my lead and stop watching what they eat altogether during the
holidays (so I gain a few pounds of winter weight, who cares? It's cold outside,
it acts as insulation. Have fun freezing,
you dieting people).
There is nothing wrong with a
good diet. Helps clean out the system,
you feel better physically, you think better of yourself mentally, and it usually
comes with some compliments, which
are always nice. It makes sense to me
to diet in spring and heading into the
summer, as everyone is wearing a little
less clothing and it's fun to show off
the body after dropping a few pounds
(again, not something I'm too familiar
with).
But seriously girls, you have to pick
THIS time of year to give up eating anything? That's like waking up on July 3rd
and proclaiming that you never want to
play with fireworks ever again.
So excuse me while I have another
piece of pie with a brownie on the side,
after my Christmas ham. I'm going to
enjoy eating people food, and I encourage you too as well, and then join me in
trying to burn it all off in January. Live a
little, because it sure as hell beats eating
the same food that turtles eat.
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Sudoko
Answers in next week's issue
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Weekly 4x5
Because they
like to talk...

ft

Volleyball is back to back MAAC
Champs and return to the NCAAs.

close?

Thoughts on the achievement?

I have no words for how excited
1 am for this semester to be over.

Jennifer Calhoun
Sports Editor

JMPR

What professional athlete do you
think won No Shave November?

Favorite Tom Hanks movie?

So excited for this team! They

Um, Ryan Fitzpatrick, I don't

He did this fantastic documentary

If it's November, they are all the

deserve every award they get. Such

know if it's a November beard or

about being the father of a toddler

worst In December, nothing beats

As I'm writing this, I'm counting

a great accomplishment from a

a year-round beard, but frankly, I

beauty queen. It's riveting and an

"Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays"

down hours and minutes until I

great team.

don't really care.

emotional roller coaster that will

by the band formerly known as
NSync.

am home (207 hours and 26... 25

bring tears to the eyes of even the

minutes)

coldest of hearts.

Thomas Shea
Multimedia
Manager
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No. I want every day of this senior

When I walk away from Fairfield, I

"Cast Away." But all of them really.

[Luigi got too emotional after the

will be asked, 'What sport was really

His films make me laugh and cry

Tom Hanks response to fill out an

do. It is "Hell Week," but I have

good at your school?" The girls have

all at once.

answer for this question]

a hunch the real world turns the

been consistently nasty, so 111 say

Happy as a pig in... well you
know what. It's just depressing

Thomas Ian Shea

"freaking volleyball." Then again, lax

You've really hit a note here, Jen. I

is coming up so I may revisit this.

have to go...

This is my second year as the beat

I don't like that Luigi knows my

That's not possible. That's like

After working retail for over three

reporter for the team, and their

middle name, but I do like that

years, all Christmas songs start to

that it means it's going to be

second striaght appearence in the

he called me an athlete. Mostly

choosing your favorite Backstreet
Boy or veneral disease, you can't

another month before the Meat

NCAA Tournament. Coincidence?

because that now means sleeping,

just choose one.

comes back into my life.

I think not.

drinking and mining for belly but-

with customers that are somehow

ton lint are now sports.

getting more moronic each year.

Of course not, but what are you
gonna do? Have a great summer,
Connor Kelley

Best and worst Christmas song?

year to drag on like FYE classes

heat up even more.

mik
f»«*l
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Jennifer Calhoun, Luigi DiMeglio, Thomas Shea and Connor Kelley

to see the semester come to a

Luigi DiMeglio
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Your 2013-2014 4x5 Columnists:

Last full week of classes. Happy

Managing Editor

Page 13

Pretty wild. I should've called it
from the start.

everyone!

The Hammer

sound the same, and you hate them
equally as you associate each one

Not really sure. I'll give James

Forrest Gump, and that's all I have

Best: "All I Want for Christmas

Harden the No Shave Ever award

to say about that.

is You."

though.
Worst: Is this some kind of trap?
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PHOTO OF THE WEEK:
Important sports date for the week ahead
Friday: Men's basketball at Qulnnlpiac University. The
game will be shown on ESPN3 at 8:30 p.m.
Friday: Volleyball at Nebraska in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament at 8 p.m.

Saturday: Women's basketball vs Morgan State, 4 p.m

Sunday: Men's basketball vs lona College at 1:30 p.m.

Sunday: Women's basketball vs Brown/Maine in
Providence, R.l.,at7p.m.

valiant
Thomas Shea/The Mirror
Lincoln Davis slam dunks two of his six points against Louisville on Nov. 23.
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Schneider Says:

* .

In Week 13, Steven Jackson back to pre-injury performances
By Matthew Schneider
Sports Columnist

Tebben Gill Lopez/The Mirror

Week 13 just wrapped up,
with the Seattle Seahawks winning
against the high-powered offense of
the New Orleans Saints.
The Seahawks stated their
case to be considered Super Bowl
contenders when their defense shut
down the Saints offense, limiting
the team to seven points and
limiting quarterback Drew Brees
to just 147 yards passing and one
touchdown throw.
What was originally considered
an even matchup between two very
good teams quickly turned into
a rout, forcing football analysts
everywhere to reconsider their
entire NFC playoff picture, and
boosting popular opinion of how
good the Seahawks are.
One player on the Seahawks
that has been hot lately is wide
receiver Doug Baldwin, who has
scored three touchdowns in the
last four games. Baldwin has also
made a decent amount of catches

in the past few games, making him
a viable player if you are in a PPR
(points per reception league).
He has not yet gotten over 100
yards receiving this season, but
his red zone production has made
up for this fact. Baldwin is by no
means one of the best players in
fantasy football, but he is owned
in 13.4 percent of ESPN leagues,
and with the playoffs beginning in
many fantasy leagues, he could be
taken as a bit of insurance in case
one of your top receivers goes down
with an injury.
I would suggest looking into
placing a waiver claim for Baldwin,
especially if you have an injuryprone player on your roster.
Could Carson Palmer be
making a return to fantasy
relevance? It is possible, as he has
been playing very well for the
Arizona Cardinals of late. The exBengals quarterback has passed for
1,276 yards in four games since his
bye week, an impressive average of
319 yards per game.
Although he has averaged only
just more than two touchdown
passes per game and has been rather
turnover-prone, Palmer has put up
decent numbers by virtue of his
many passing yards per game. For
any who are in need of a quarterback
because of a tough matchup or
because your quarterback isn't
trustworthy anymore (I'm looking
at you, Andrew Luck), Palmer may
just be your man.
He is owned in just 12.5
percent of ESPN leagues, so you
should be able to nab him off of the
waiver wire if you want him.
Atlanta Falcons running back
Steven Jackson has played very

well since becoming fully healthy.
The former St. Louis Ram had
been dealing with a nagging injury,
which was diminishing his play,
but has been much better since
recovering.
Over the past two games,
Jackson has rushed for three
touchdowns,
which
is
very
impressive. He seems to have
reclaimed his role as starting
running back from Jacquizz
Rodgers, and should continue to
produce in the future.
He is available in 9.5 percent
of ESPN leagues, and if anybody in
your league dropped him because
of his injury, you should be quick
to pick him up. He could be a top
waiver wire target, so I would put in
a claim for him as soon as you can.
Finally, Michael Floyd of the
Cardinals has recently become
a useful fantasy player. He has
scored two touchdowns in the last
three games, and has become one
of Carson Palmer's top receiving
targets not named Larry Fitzgerald.
Floyd makes lots of catches
each game, making him especially
valuable if you are in a PPR league.
In my league, Floyd has scored 31,
17, and 20 points in the last three
games, which is impressive for
somebody who can be had on the
waiver wire. He is available in 28.4
percent of ESPN leagues, so I would
recommend taking a look at him
and deciding if he is a good fit for
your team.
Those are all of the suggestions
I have for this week, I'll be back
next Wednesday as we head into the
fantasy playoffs.
Keith Allsion/Creative Commons
Schneider says that Carson Palmer may be returninvg to fantasy relevance.

Tales of a first-time fantasy football player
''■'

By Jennifer Calhoun
Sports Editor
Ihis season, 1 entered into my '
first fantasy football league. l.was,
pretty nervous going into it,--t>ecause
I was playing against a group of guys
whose job it is to know a lot about
sports.
I was given a partner, another
girl that I work with, and I must $ay
that although many people will say
that fantasy football is better played
solo, I've found the exact opposite to
be true.
I've also foundr'that vfantasy
football has made me a bad Atlaiita
Falcons fan. It's an eternal 'struggle
when you're up by single digits, all of
your players have played, and your
opponents have one player left and it's
an Atlanta Falcon.
Fantasy football has also made
me a fan of teams that I hadn't
considered before.
Since week one, after we signed
Peyton Manning in the second round
and Knowshon Moreno in the ninth
round, I must say that I have grown
into quite the Denver Broncos fan. I
asked for a shirt for Christmas!
There is a stigma around being

:■:.}.
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a first time faVitasy football player.
Nobody really expects you to do as
' well as the veterans.
But hey, we're 9-4 and heading
into the playoffs!
My-advice to first time fantasy
footballplayers is this:
■

■
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....
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1. Expect the unexpected.
So you're going to read a lot
of ESPN articles about who the top
players are going to be for the season.
Don't believe everything you read!
My team's first' pick was CJ Spiller
of the Buffalo Bills, arguably one of
the biggest flops of the season. He
was projected to be one of the top 10
running backs of the season,
2. Nobody can predict
sleeper picks ... it's the nature of
the beast.
Okay, so in the same vain
as number one, articles are going
to try an predict the sleeper picks of
the draft. I mean sleeper picks are
generally the people that nobody
expects to do as well as they do.
The player that we picked as our
"suggested sleeper pick" was Darryl
Richardson. He did basically nothing

for us. Instead, Moreno was picked up
in the ninth round and it wasn't with
any strategy, but he has been one of
our top players.
3. Don't be in a rush to pick
up a defense... .
they're like the
; ...Unless
Seahawks. You can get defenses
pretty easily on a weekly basis and
play the matchups. My team has. been
fortunate with the Panthers defense,
but we went through the Steelers
defense first (they were the worst)
4. Have fun with it
Yeah it sounds stupid, but
honestly, it's a fun thing to do, so
have a good time with it. It's best to
have a good sense of humor about
the season, beacuse it's going to have
some ups and downs, you're going
to make some terrible moves, and
players are just going to be a curse to
your team.
If you want to share your fantasy
teams and/or advice, send them to
jennifer.calhoun@student.fairfield.
edu

Belli-check Yourself
Quarterback: Peyton Manning
Running Back: Knowshon Moreno
Running Back: Rashard Mendenhall
Wide Receiver: Andre Johnson
Wide Receiver: Mike Wallace
Tight End: Jordan Cameron
Flex: James Jones
Defense: Panthers
Kicker: Justin Tucker
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Volleyball wins second straight MAAC Title

Contributed by the Fairfield Athletic Department
Volleyball celebrates winning the MAAC Championship for the second consecutive year. They are scheduled to play Nebraska in the opening round of the NCAA Tournament on Friday night.

By Thomas Shea
Multimedia Manager
The only thing harder than
winning a title is repeating as
champion, as the old adage goes.
But the Fairfield volleyball team
certainly did its best to make it
look easy last Sunday, defeating
Marist in straight sets to give them
consecutive NCAA Tournament
appearances for the first time since
2001.
After beating Manhattan 3-1
the day before, the Stags came up
against Marist, the second seed in
the tournament. The Red Foxes
finished with the same 14-4 record
in MAAC play this season, but
were given the second seed due to
their 0-2 record against Fairfield
this season. Marist had come in
with the longest winning streak in
the conference at the time, which
had reached eight games with their
semifinal win over Iona.
Fairfield started out the
first set well taking a 9-5 lead,
but Marist answered and would
make it a two-point game at 1715. Fairfield won eight of the next
nine points, taking the first set
25-16, aided by their .459 hitting
percentage in the set, with just
three errors for the team.
The second set was more of
a back-and-forth affair early on,
but the Stags pulled away to take
a 16-11 lead on a kill by Marilyn
Peizer '15, one of her 10 kills on
the day. Marist pulled within three
at 16-13, but Fairfield yet again
would go on a late run and score
eight straight points, and would
take later take the set on a Marist
■

service error.
The third and final set was
much of the same for both sides,
as it was close early on with the
Stags only leading by two at 1210. A kill by Haley Moyer '14, who
also had 10 kills on the afternoon,
put the Fairfield lead at 18-12,
and following a Marist timeout,
the Stags would continue to roll
and cruise to the 25-15 victory,
sending them back to the NCAA
Tournament.
"When that last point went
down, it was just crazy," said Moyer
in an interview with Fairfieldstags.
com. "I know I just turned to my
teammates who had just run onto
the court, and just started balling
crying, because I knew we had
done it for the second time, and it
being my senior year, it was so cool
to know we had done it."
Senior Rachel Romansky was
named the MAAC Championship
Most Outstanding Player, and
earned on a spot on the AllTournament team for the fourth
consecutive year. She averaged
12.71 assists per set in the two
games in the tournament, while
adding eight digs, four aces, and
six kills. Joining her on the AllTournament team were Moyer
and Caitlin Stapleton '15. Moyer
had a .500 hitting percentage with
just one error for both games, and
Stapleton averaged four kills and
had eight total blocks for the Stags.
Although the Stags made the
win last Sunday look easy, they had
a tougher time just getting to the
MAAC Tournament this season.
With a 1-3 start to conference play,

any postseason play whatsoever
looked doubtful, with an NCAA
Tournament appearance not even
an afterthought.
Fairfield rattled off 12 straight
victories after that however, putting
them back at the top of the MAAC
standings by early November.
The Stags got back to
their winning ways thanks to
contributions from across the
lineup, and improved play from
the upperclassmen. Romansky
recovered after some shaky games
earlier in the season, returning to
her usual high level of play en route
to being named the MAAC Setter
of the Year for the third straight
season, something that had never
been done before in league history.
Peizer stepped up on offense,
getting double digit kills in 14
straight matches. Moyer also
improved her play, with a .358
hitting percentage for the season
which was best in the MAAC and
among the best in the country.
Both Peizer and Romansky were
named to the All-MAAC First
Team, and Moyer was named to
the All-MAAC Second Team for
their efforts.
Fairfield now heads to
Lincoln, Nebraska to take on the
eighth-ranked Cornhuskers from
the University of Nebraska, who
finished the season with a 23-6
record. The Stags hope to improve
on last season's showing in the
tournament, where they lost in
straight sets to the University of
Southern California. Fairfield is
scheduled to face the Cornhuskers
on Friday, Dec. 6.

■

Thomas Shea/The Mirror
Senior Rachel Romansky won the Tournament Most Outstanding Player Award.
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Not in the Cards

Fairfield
loses to
reigning
champs

Thomas Shea/The Mirror
Top left: Fairfield Head Coach Sydney Johnson and Louisville Head Coach Rick Pitino. Bottom left: Fairfield's Malcolm Gilbert with the slam dunk in first half.
Top right: Malcolm Gilbert reaches for a rebound in the first half at Mohegan Sun Arena. Bottom right: Fairfield leaving the huddle after a timeout.

By Jennifer Calhoun
Sports Editor

i

Everyone had a big red
circle around Nov. 23. It was the
game to see: Fairfield University
played
against
defending
national champions Louisville
in the Naismith Hall of Fame
Tournament.
Although the game didn't end
in Fairfield's favor, with the Stags
falling 71-57, it's easy to see some
strong moments from the Stags.
The team held the Cardinals to
only 71 points, the second lowest
point total for Louisville this
season.
In
the
postgame
press
conference, Louisville Head Coach
Rick Pitino quickly stated that this
was the worst game his team had
■

played this season. He was also
quick to say that a lot of credit was
due to the Stags.
"We didn't do the little
things necessary to exploit the
weaknesses of Fairfield," Pitino
said. "We were late to the glass a
lot. A lot of things were disturbing
but we'll go ahead."
The Stags opened the game
with energy and momentum,
which disappeared in the middle,
only to reappear again at the end.
The opening minutes of the
contest were all Fairfield. Six and
a half minutes into the first half,
the Stags were up over Louisville
6-2, with points made by Coleman
Johnson '16, Lincoln Davis '17
and Amadou Sidibe '16. Louisville
wasn't going to fall behind without
a fight though, and brought the

game back to 9-7 after a threepointer from Maurice Barrow '14,
eight and a half minutes into the
game.
After Louisville tied the game
at nine, the Stags would not regain
the lead for the rest of the game.
For most of the first half,
the
game
remained
within
reach, until foul trouble hit the
Stags. Barrow was forced to sit
out most of the first half, after
quickly accumulating two fouls.
Sophomore Marcus Gilbert also
got into foul trouble early on. The
fouls kept two of Fairfield's top
offensive players out of the game,
and forced the Stags to put in a
younger, less experienced team.
At the half, the Stags were
trailing 37-23, but the team didn't
let down the fight. Junior Malcolm

Gilbert put in a strong defensive
effort, blocking shots and grabbing
eight defensive rebounds. He also
put in a solid effort on offense,
culminating with his dunk to rebut
Montrezl Harrell's from earlier in
the game.
Johnson and KJ Rose '17 also
added energetic dunks at the end
of the contest.
The Stags put in a respectable
and solid effort against the
defending national champions
and the current third best team
in the nation. Head Coach Sydney
Johnson was pleased with his
team's effort, saying that although
the team lost, "this does nothing
but help us out."
"We grew up a bit today, and
we got some confidence," he said.
The Stags then took on

the University of Richmond
in the consolation game of the
tournament.
The Stags fell 68-47, with
Marcus Gilbert leading the team
with 10 points. Johnson was the
second highest scorer for the
Stags with seven points and seven
rebounds.
Later on in the break, the Stags
took on former coach Ed Cooley
and Providence College. Cooley
came out the victor, beating his old
team 78-69.
Again, Marcus Gilbert was
the leading scorer with 23 points.
Barrow was the second highest
scorer with 20 points off the bench.
The Stags open up MAAC
play on Dec. 6 when they take
on new opponent Quinnipiac
University.

